ADJECTIVES = determiners of nouns (people/places/things)
which one / type / kind? (of people/places/things)
how many? (of people/places/things)
whose?

POSSESSIVE = belonging to / ownership of
whose?

Paul double-parked his car. (Whose car?)

A police officer ticketed the car belonging to Paul. (Whose car? Which type of officer?)
A police officer ticketed Paul’s car.

Paul received ten parking tickets last year. (How many tickets? Which kind of tickets?) (When?)

The police officer could have arrested Paul for not paying fines. (Which type of officer?) (Why?)

Two [of the tickets] had doubled already. (Which two?) (When?)

In which sentence is the word “ten” and adjective?
1. Ten tickets should have been paid by Paul.
2. Ten of the tickets should have been paid by Paul.